We develop and produce high quality nameplates, self-adhesive and security type labels for technical industries according to IATF 16949 (includes ISO 9001). In addition to durable labels, we also offer tailor-made print and apply systems. This ensures system solutions from one source. Experience and technical know-how have enabled us to label difficult substrates automatically and permanently. Turn our knowledge into your profit!

Nameplates
Security labels
Functional die-cut parts
Labels/die-cut parts
Thermal printing systems
Labeling systems
Multilabels
Multi-Part Labels
Identification and distribution
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### Efficient Flow

- **Marking**
  - With multi-part labels
  - Innovative Labeling ✓
  - Cost-intensive identification ❌
  - Individual label printing to provide a number of information
  - Applying the entire label system, incl. partial labels
  - Simple detachment of partial labels
  - Adhesion of partial labels
  - Labeled product

- **Marking**
  - Without multi-part labels
  - Individual label printing without providing information
  - Applying a basic label
  - Additional costs through repetition of printing
  - The previously generated label is adhered
  - Creating information several times
  - Labeled product

### Zero defects by transfer of information

- **Innovative Labeling**
  - Easy adhering of the entire label system, incl. partial labels
  - Special coating enables an easy and residue-free removal of all partial labels
  - Variety of product options are available; the choice of suitable adhesive systems is made according to customer requirements
  - Imprintable with current TT-printing systems
  - High quality self-adhesive materials offer excellent weather and chemical resistance
  - Color prints visualize quick information assignment

### Product

- **Cost and time savings through one time, central label manufacturing**
- **Providing of unified product information for the following production processes**
- **Flexible design, incl. individual number of partial labels**
- **Label sizes according to customer specifications**
- **Easy detachment of partial labels**

### Use the advantages

- **Easy adhering of the entire label system, incl. partial labels**
- **Special coating enables an easy and residue-free removal of all partial labels**
- **Variety of product options are available; the choice of suitable adhesive systems is made according to customer requirements**
- **Imprintable with current TT-printing systems**
- **High quality self-adhesive materials offer excellent weather and chemical resistance**
- **Color prints visualize quick information assignment**

### Labeling in one stroke...

- **Name plate - switch board**
- **Back side of the switch board**
- **Maintenance labels for servicing**
- **Underside of the switch board**